WHO WE ARE

CURRENT PROJECTS
For the past 20 years our lab has been
studying the role that dietary toxins play in
the chemical defenses of a lineage of Asian
natricine snakes.
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RESEARCH FOCUS
Our lab studies the evolution of
anatomical, physiological, and
chemical adaptations of
amphibians and reptiles (primarily
snakes) for prey detection, feeding,
and predator deterrence.
We combine field studies with
laboratory methods, including:
• histology
• light microscopy
• vascular casting
• electrocardiography
• DNA sequencing
• chemical analysis

• HPLC, MS, NMR spectroscopy

all within an explicit phylogenetic
context.
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The project began by asking whether the
bufadienolide toxins in the nuchal (neck)
glands of the Japanese Yamakagashi
(Rhabdophis tigrinus) are derived from toads
(Bufo japonicus) consumed as prey, as
proposed by Dr. Mori.
They are!

?
Only
snakes fed
toads
possess
toxins

(NMR
spectra)

We have also demonstrated that:
• snakes from toad-free areas lack toxins
• females can provision their offspring with
toxins before they hatch
• snakes can modify the toxins in several
ways (with unknown consequences)
• the nuchal glands are richly vascularized
and lack secretory organelles

NEW QUESTIONS
• What variations exist in the
morphology of the glands?
• How did the nuchal glands
arise, evolutionarily and
developmentally?
• Similar toxins occur in a
lineage that does not eat
toads. What is the source?
• It’s firefly larvae!

MORE QUESTIONS
• How widespread is toxin
resistance? Is it limited to
toad-eaters? (No!)
• So what is different about
chronic toad-eaters?
• Perhaps it’s a difference in
kidney or adrenal function

• How do the toxins get to
the nuchal glands and
why do they concentrate
there?

Ancestral state analysis
of genetic resistance to
toad toxins

DO OTHER AMPHIBIANS & REPTILES
SEQUESTER TOXINS?
• Probably. We’d like to know.
• Target taxa include:
• Slug-eaters
• Ant-eaters
• Termite-eaters
• Predators on toxic frogs

OTHER PROJECTS

• Evolution and morphology of
“Dwarf Boas” (Tropidophiidae)
in Cuba
• Diversification of infraredimaging pit organs in
Pythonidae

Tropidophis hendersoni
Tropidophis melanurus
Python
regius
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